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Today we are making a buckle card with a unique closing. This card also folds flat to fit into a standard C6
envelope.

Stampin’ Up! supplies used:













Birthday Goodness Stamp Set http://bit.ly/35AW0fB
Layering Oval Dies http://bit.ly/2Ip5vUA and Magnolia Memory Dies http://bit.ly/2EQivBQ
Classic Label Punch http://bit.ly/2PYk5YF
Melon Mambo and Whisper White cardstock
Champagne Foil Sheets http://bit.ly/2pYJcR8
Memento Black, Black Stazon and Versamark Ink Pads
Light Crumb Cake and Light Lovely Lipstick Stampin’ Blends
See a Silhouette DSP http://bit.ly/2EZP0gR
Heat Tool http://bit.ly/2KRHhC4
White Stampin’ Emboss Powder http://bit.ly/2PXvKnI
Rhinestone Basic Jewels http://bit.ly/2M7frSU
Shimmery Crystal Effects http://bit.ly/2PYk5YF

Instructions
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5.

6.
7.
8.

Prepare a side folding, landscape orientation card by
cutting an A4 piece of Melon Mambo cardstock in half
vertically and folding in half with a bonefolder.
Cut 2 pieces of the See a Silhouette Scenes DSP each
piece measuring 10.2cm x 14.3cm.
Adhere just one piece at this stage: to the top of the
card allowing a small border of Melon Mambo cardstock to show.
Place the curved edge die from the Magnolia Memory
Dies at 8.5cm from the top left edge of the card. Run
through your die cutting machine.

Stamp the plate of Donuts in Memento Black ink onto
thick Whsiper White cardstock. Colour the Doughnuts
with Crumb Cake Stampin Blends and Flirty Flamingo
for the icing.
Stamp the image again onto Champagne foil, using
Black Stazon. Cut out with paper snips and adhere over
the tray part of the coloured image.
Cover the icing part of the Donuts with Crystal Effects
and set aside to dry.
Cut the image out with the second largest Layering
Oval die. Cut a scalloped oval in Melon Mambo using
the largest scalloped oval die and adhere the stamped
image piece to this.

9.

Using the Classic Label Punch, line it up centred
against the die cut edge and push in as far as it will go.
Punch through the top DSP and cardstock layer.

10.
11.
12.

Cut a piece of Melon Mambo cardstock 4.5cm x 17cm.
Score at 5cm and fold inwards.
Rub your embossing buddy over the front of the longer
piece, and then stamp your greeting in Versamark. on
the right hand side of the longer scored piece. Cover
with white embossing powder and shake off excess.
Heat with a heat tool to complete the white embossed
greeting.

13.

14.

Adhere (with Multipurpose glue or Snail) the outside
of the smaller section of the scored piece onto the
right hand centre of the inside of right side of the
inside of the card.
Now adhere the second piece of DSP over the top,
allowing a small border to show around the outside,

15.

When the card closes, the end of the cored piece fits
through the piece you cut with the Classic Label
Punch.

16.

Using foam Dimensionals, adhere the stamped oval
cut piece over the top of the punched area. I adhered
at the top, bottom and left side to allow it to close ok.
Make sure the oval piece is also centred in the front
piece of the card.

17.
18.

Cut a piece of White cardstock 6.8cm x 9.3cm.
Adhere it to a piece of Melon Mambo cardstock and
trim to leave a very small mat around the outside.
Adhere to the inside of the card on the left hand side
so it is fully covered when the card is closed.

19.

